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ICEF Virtual Africa brings a dedicated and unmatched
forum for agents in 34 African countries looking to engage
with educators from around the world

338

participants

3,700
meetings

100%

satisfied/
highly satisfied

ICEF Virtual Africa successfully hosted
338 international education
professionals over three days.

largest by far, with agent representation
growing by a staggering 85% over the
last edition.

Participants from 54 countries across
five continents conducted 3,700
meetings, demonstrating a strong
interest in the dynamic and vibrant
African student market. It was ICEF’s
third Africa-focussed event and also its

With the challenges currently facing the
international education sector, our
attendees overwhelmingly found this
virtual event to be a valuable
experience, with 100% being satisfied or
highly satisfied with their experience.
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EDUCATION PROVIDERS
100 representatives from 100
international education institutions in
22 countries joined us online. Of these
institutions, 92% were repeat ICEF
attendees, demonstrating the value that
existing partners continue to find in
attending our events. In common with
other ICEF gatherings, ICEF Virtual
Africa welcomed a high proportion of

senior decision makers, with over 60%
in senior management roles. This is
testament to the high intent manifested
by our educational institutions to find
new student recruitment agent partners
during these challenging times. The top
5 countries represented by educators
were Canada, the USA, the UK, France,
and UAE.

ICEF is the #1 B2B
networking event for
international education
professionals. The
online booking platform
has been very easy and efficient
to work with and shifting to virtual
events has been seamless. I
recommend all admissions
professionals to build their
agent network through
ICEF.



by Colin Bokuski, Quest University Canada
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STUDENT RECRUITMENT AGENTS
providers from all over the world. The top
5 countries represented by agents were
Nigeria, Ghana, Egypt, Cameroon,
Uganda, and Zimbabwe.

We welcomed 199 representatives from
179 carefully selected, ICEF-screened
agencies in 34 African countries. This
indicates a high demand amongst
African agents to engage with education



ICEF events - the best platform to
network for agents and educational
institutions. Thanks to ICEF I have had the
opportunity to network with universities and
colleges despite the pandemic. ICEF events are
very well organised and I found it to be highly
productive and worthwhile. I am eagerly looking
forward to participate in the next ICEF event.



Christopher David, Reachout Global, Mauritius



I enjoyed every bit of the event. Especially the one-on-one
meetings. ICEF made it possible for me to connect with a lot of schools
and I have been receiving agency contracts since the event ended. The organization and
web application used for the event were superb. Thanks to everyone involved in putting this
event together. Amazing job!
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Olajumoke Tolu-Akande, Blue Finderz Education Consulting, Nigeria
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SERVICE PROVIDERS
Fifteen representatives from 14 providers
of services to the international education
industry joined us online. These
organisations represented six countries
across five continents (USA, Canada, UK,
Australia, Kenya, and UAE) and 20% were



new to an ICEF event. This attendance
illustrates increasing service provider
interest in actively engaging with leading
professionals from across the
international education community.



Great ICEF event. Met with many agents and now it’s time for follow ups!

Alexander Zheltov, Educate Online Inc., Russia

SEMINAR PROGRAMME
In addition to our core meeting
schedule, ICEF Virtual Africa delivered a
targeted seminar programme designed
specifically for education professionals
with an interest in Africa.
These sessions included our renowned
ICEF Agent Voice series, highlighting a
survey of agent opinions in Africa
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Participants were highly engaged with
over 450 webinar views during the three
days of the event.

Alongside strong, high quality, and
diverse attendance, as well as
outstanding delegate feedback, the
success of ICEF Virtual Africa’s seminar
programme, meeting schedule, and
overall virtual environment firmly
established this event as a must-attend
in the calendar of any leading
international education professional with
an interest in recruiting students from the
African continent.

EVENT SPONSORS

For more information, please visit:
icef.com/upcoming-events
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